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Business Letter To the Kittens 3; Business Letter Kitten Series 4:

Dear Calico Ico I, & Kittens & Such:

                                                HA! You say you've tried to follow my guidelines. Maybe in Some 
alternate dimension where you are actually Self-respecting cats! And a List of K.S.'s Offenses?? 
seriously, just sending that letter will cost you $$$. The inclosed list of offenses will jump up the Fine $ 
%age Rate by 1,264%! Not to mention your list was longer than mine!-- Another Fine %age Rate 
Jump of OVER 2,460%! With the “Shortened for Legal Reasons” obvious mock, The noticeable 
“WHY” reference, And the Constant Complaints disclosed in your letter about our Kitten Standards 
Agents, Your Fine %age Rate Jump is  now over 1,400,000%!!!!! Now, with THIS EXPONENSIAL 
JUMP in your fine %age Rate, I am forced to offer you a low %age Rate loan on $2,000,000,000. .
2% APR a month. (Increasing as your HUGE amount of debt slowly chips away for the rest of your 
life) 
unfortunately, kittens, your entire life savings, and I’m sure most other cats on your block's savings, are 
COMPLETELY TAKEN UP IN DEBT because of your previous letter. I recommend finding a 
generous BILLIONARE to help you pay this off. Try Bill Gates or George Lucas. 
Well, Kittens, at the light of your recent predicament of MASSIVE DEBT, your charges have been 
postponed until you have payed $300 of it. I recommend ignoring the debt, moving to New Mexico, 
and hiding there for the rest of your life. Or you could always try Canada, Africa, And/Or Great Britain/ 



England. Only in that case you would be running for your entire life. It depends on your preferred 
approach, living in New Mexico in a run-down shack eating tortillas and Soup every day, and hiding 
like a hermit, or the Actionized “Always Running” approach, in which you will probably be caught 
sometime around in your 50's, in which you will be fined twice the amount you owed, and be 
incarcerated for the rest of your life, and then some. (can't take a chance on having a Martyr, now can 
we?)
then again you could stay here and try to resolve the debt, maybe by going bankrupt, which only RUIN 
your credit for 14,000 YEARS! 
And then the second option: simply send a retraction and all debt will be eliminated, and everything 
will go back to normal again (including your K.S. Charges.)  oh, and another thing, Say “Sorry”.
Sincerely, Staaviins Z, 1st Gen.


